The cutgeometry (start lead-in, end lead-out) has to be done by the regulations of DIN IEC for the desired size and medium.

7mm before the begin of the running-in-groove you have to cut a minimum of five rotations of an unmodulated groove, so that we can evaluate the SNR of the cut without playing the master. Is the testgroove missing, the delivering mastering studio is responsible for possible problems during the pressing which was due to a unclean cut.

The cuttingdepth should be as minimal as possible, that we can press out the vinyl optimally.

Our customer service can tell you which manufacturer currently provides the best processing masterblanks.

Details for your delivery note:

- for which customer was the cut created (complete address and telephone number)
- when was the cut done
- when was the shipment
- catalogue number
- number of pages
- manufacturer of the masterblank
- telephone number for questions concerning the mastercut

Please engrave into the running-out groove of the master catalogue number and the name of the page, for example A, B, C, etc.